Abstract. We introduce n(n−1)/2 natural involutions ("toggles") on the set S of noncrossing partitions π of size n, along with certain composite operations obtained by composing these involutions. We show that for many operations T of this kind, a surprisingly large family of functions f on S (including the function that sends π to the number of blocks of π) exhibits the homomesy phenomenon: the average of f over the elements of a T -orbit is the same for all T -orbits. We can apply our method of proof more broadly to toggle operations back on the collection of independent sets of certain graphs. We utilize this generalization to prove a theorem about toggling on a family of graphs called "2-cliquish." More generally, the philosophy of this "toggle-action," proposed by Striker, is a popular topic of current and future research in dynamic algebraic combinatorics.
Introduction
A partition of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} is a collection π of disjoint sets B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B K with union [n]. We call the B i 's "blocks" and write |π| = K. A partition π is noncrossing if whenever 1 ≤ i < j < k < ℓ ≤ n, we do not have i and k belonging to one block of π with j and ℓ belonging to a different block. (For motivation of the term "noncrossing", see the discussion of the linear representation of π below, and the circular representation in Section 2.) Simion and Ullman [SU91] define an involution λ on the set of noncrossing partitions of [n] (they call it α) with the property that |π| + |λ(π)| = n + 1. This map is related to a different operation on noncrossing partitions, the Kreweras complementation [Kre72] , denoted κ. The bijection κ is not an involution but it too satisfies |π| + |κ(π)| = n + 1. The actions κ and λ have very different orbit-structures, but they share the property that the average of |π| over each orbit is (n + 1)/2. That is, in the terminology of Propp and Roby [PR15] , the statistic π → |π| is homomesic under the actions of κ and λ, or more specifically, c-mesic with c = (n + 1)/2.
In this paper, we exhibit a large class of actions sharing this homomesy property with κ and λ. These actions are obtained from the toggle-action philosophy first studied by Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass [CFDF95] and more recently by Striker and Williams [SW12] and Striker [Str16] . This philosophy invites us to act on combinatorial objects via operations obtained as compositions of extremely simple involutions. These involutions (called toggles) may have many fixed points; indeed, it is usually the case that for any given toggle operation τ acting on a set S of combinatorial objects being studied, most of the elements of S are fixed by τ . However, by composing many toggles we obtain a permutation T of S that mixes S up more than any individual toggle does. Propp and Roby [PR15] add to this picture the observation that in many cases of interest, T does such a good job of mixing up S that, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 1. The linear representation P = {(1, 4), (4, 5), (7, 10), (8, 9)} of the noncrossing partition π = {{1, 4, 5}, {2}, {3}, {6}, {7, 10}, {8, 9}}. for some interesting numerical statistics f on S, the average of f on each T -orbit is some constant that only depends on f , not what orbit we are in. In this article, S is the set of noncrossing partitions π of [n] and f (π) is |π| or various related quantities. To define the sorts of toggles we use, we make use of the linear representation of noncrossing partitions, as shown in Figure 1 . This representation of π depicts the numbers 1, . . . , n as equally-spaced points on a horizontal line and consists of arcs above the line joining points i and j whenever i and j are successive elements of the same block. Formally, the linear representation P of π consists of those pairs (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n with the property that i and j are in the same block of π but none of i+1, i+2, . . . , j −1 (the "interior" of the arc (i, j)) are also in that block. The noncrossing property of the partition guarantees that if two arcs belong to P , then their interiors are disjoint, their left endpoints are distinct, and their right endpoints are distinct. (That is, we never see two arcs exhibiting the three forbidden configurations depicted in Figure 2 , called respectively crossing, left-nesting, and right-nesting. Note however that nested arcs are allowed.) Conversely, any collection of arcs satisfying these conditions determines a unique noncrossing partition π.
For each pair i, j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the toggle operation τ i,j can be summarized as follows: "If arc (i, j) is present, then remove it. If it is missing, add it if possible." More formally: Given a noncrossing partition π of [n], draw its linear representation L, which either (1) contains the arc (i, j) or (2) does not. In case (1), let L ′ be L with arc (i, j) removed; in case (2), let L ′ be L with arc (i, j) added. If L ′ is the linear representation of some noncrossing partition π ′ (guaranteed to exist in case (1) but not guaranteed to exist in case (2)), let τ i,j (π) = π ′ ; otherwise let τ i,j (π) = π. For example, when π is the noncrossing partition whose linear representation appears in Figure 1 , applying τ i,j removes the edge (i, j) when (i, j) is (1, 4), (4, 5), (7, 10), or (8, 9), and adds the edge (i, j) when (i, j) is (2, 3), (5, 6), (5, 7), or (6, 7); for all other pairs (i, j), τ i,j has no effect on π.
Our main result (Theorem 4.5) is that π → |π| is (n + 1)/2-mesic under a very large class of operations T obtained as compositions of toggles (even though for most of our operations T it is not the case that |π| + |T (π)| = n + 1 for all π). Careful definitions and statements of theorems are given in the next section; succeeding sections provide proofs and discussion of side-issues.
Since we will be dealing almost exclusively with noncrossing partitions by way of their linear representations, we will in many parts of this article abuse terminology by referring to these linear representations as noncrossing partitions. When we have occasion to refer directly to the blocks B 1 , . . . , B K rather than to the arcs, we will call π = {B 1 , . . . , B K } the block representation of the noncrossing partition P , where P is a set of arcs.
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Toggling noncrossing partitions
In addition to employing the linear representation of noncrossing partitions via arcs (for purposes of defining the toggle operations), we will have occasion to use the more classical circular representation of noncrossing partitions (for purposes of defining the Kreweras complement and clarifying its relation to the Simion-Ullman involution). This representation of π depicts the numbers 1, . . . , n as equally-spaced points on a circle (by convention arranged clockwise) and the blocks as convex hulls. Figure 3 shows the linear and circular representations of the noncrossing partition π = {{1}, {2, 4, 5}, {3}, {6, 8}, {7}}. The noncrossing property ensures that the convex hulls are pairwise disjoint, i.e., the blocks are "noncrossing."
Let NC(n) denote the set of noncrossing partitions of [n] . As was mentioned in the introduction, we sometimes consider elements of NC(n) as sets of arcs such that the corresponding "arc diagram" is free of the disallowed configurations shown in Figure 2 , and we sometimes instead speak of a noncrossing partition as having blocks, and will refer to the associated collection {B 1 , . . . , B K } as the block representation of π. We shall typically use uppercase Roman letters, especially P , to refer to the arc representation and lowercase Greek letters, especially π, to refer to the block representation.
For a fixed [n], there is a natural partial order on the set of noncrossing partitions by refinement: π ≤ π ′ if each block of π is contained in a block of π ′ . This endows NC(n) with a lattice structure. More details on this and other properties of NC(n) can be found in the fun survey article [McC06] . Note that removing an arc from a nonempty noncrossing partition P yields another noncrossing partition strictly finer than P , but this "subset order" is not the same as the refinement order. For example, the noncrossing partition in NC(3) consisting of the single arc (1, 3) has two blocks. It is a refinement of, but not a subset of, the noncrossing partition consisting of the arcs (1, 2) and (2, 3), which has only one block.
Recall that we have informally defined τ i,j (for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) to be the permutation of NC(n) defined by adding/removing the arc (i, j) to/from each noncrossing partition whenever possible, and doing nothing otherwise. The formal definition of the toggle operations follow.
Definition 2.1. Given a pair (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the toggle operation τ i,j on NC(n) is defined to be
The toggle group W n is the subgroup of the permutation group S NC(n) generated by the n 2 toggle operations. We write toggles from right-to-left, so
It is clear that each toggle operation is an involution. The object of this paper is to understand some well-behaved statistics of the toggle group and its action on NC(n). We define the relevant notions in Section 4. The choice of W n to denote the toggle group is motivated by the fact that it is always a quotient of a Coxeter group, which is classically denoted by W . We will revisit this in Section 3.
It will be helpful for what follows to classify which pairs of toggles do and do not commute. Any pair of distinct arcs (i, j) and (k, ℓ) can be classified into one of six types (possibly after swapping (i, j) with (k, ℓ)):
(
i < k < j < ℓ (crossing). The type is sufficient to determine whether or not the pair of toggles commutes. Proof. Suppose first that (i, j) and (k, ℓ) are left-nesting, right-nesting, or crossing. Let P = {} be the empty noncrossing partition of [n] . Then τ i,j τ k,ℓ (π) = {(k, ℓ)}, whereas τ k,ℓ τ i,j (π) = {(i, j)}. Thus τ i,j and τ k,ℓ do not commute.
On the other hand, suppose that (i, j) and (k, ℓ) are disjoint, nested, or m-shaped. Then adding or removing (i, j) does not interfere with adding or removing (k, ℓ), so τ i,j and τ k,ℓ commute. Proof. Let i < j with j − i = m. We will classify the toggles that do not commute with τ i,j . If ℓ > j, then τ i,ℓ does not commute with τ i,j , and if k < i, then τ k,j does not commute with τ i,j . This type of toggle is in one-to-one correspondence with the numbers in [n] that are less than i or greater than j, and there are n − m − 1 such numbers.
The other way that τ k,ℓ will not commute with τ i,j is if one of k or ℓ is strictly between i and j, and the other is not strictly between i and j. There are m − 1 numbers in [n] that are strictly between i and j, and the other n + 1 − m numbers in [n] are not strictly between i and j, so there are (m − 1)(n + 1 − m) pairs k, l of this type.
Adding up the two cases, there are n − m − 1 + (m − 1)(n + 1 − m) = m(n + 1 − m) − 2 toggles τ k,ℓ that do not commute with τ i,j . Proposition 2.2, together with the following result, shows how the order of the product of two toggles is determined only by their "type." This should motivate the connection to Coxeter theory, which will be described in more detail in the following section. 
Proof. It is clear from the fact that each toggle is an involution and no two toggle operations are the same that m(τ i,j , τ k,ℓ ) = 2 if τ i,j and τ k,ℓ commute unless (i, j) = (k, ℓ) in which case m(τ i,j , τ k,ℓ ) = 1. Now suppose τ i,j and τ k,ℓ do not commute. By Proposition 2.2, the arcs are either leftnesting, right-nesting, or m-shaped, and so no noncrossing partition can contain both (i, j) and (k, ℓ). Since the maps τ i,j and τ k,ℓ only affect two arcs in a noncrossing partition, there can be at most three noncrossing partitions in any orbit of τ i,j τ k,ℓ .
Applying τ i,j τ k,ℓ to the empty partition {} gives {(k, ℓ)}. Applying τ i,j τ k,ℓ to {(k, ℓ)} gives {(i, j)}, and then applying τ i,j τ k,ℓ again gives {}, so this is an orbit of size 3.
Let A be any arc that can be in the same noncrossing partition as one of (i, j) and (k, ℓ), but not the other. Figure 2 shows that we can always find such an arc. Specifically, if these arcs are crossing with i < k < j < ℓ, or left-nesting with i = k < j < ℓ, then A = (j, ℓ) will work. The right-nesting case is analogous. Without loss of generality, assume A can be in the same noncrossing partition as (i, j) but not (k, ℓ). Then there is an orbit of size 2 containing the noncrossing partitions {A} and {A, (i, j)}.
As there exists an orbit of size 2 and an orbit of size 3, and no orbit has size larger than 3, τ i,j τ k,ℓ has order 6. Let C n denote the n th Catalan number, where C 0 = C 1 = 1. It is well-known that the cardinality | NC(n)| is C n [McC06] . The enumeration of certain subsets of NC(n) based on toggles can also be expressed in terms of Catalan numbers, as in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Define NC(n) i,j to be the set of noncrossing partitions containing the arc (i, j) and
Proof.
(1) The toggle τ i,j gives a bijection between NC(n) i,j and Togglable(n) i,j . (2) The details are omitted, but it follows from the standard recurrence for showing that | NC(n)| = C n . (3) The conclusion follows from the above two items.
The commutation relations between the toggle operations can be described by a undirected graph, called the base graph.
Definition 2.6. The base graph Γ n of W n is the graph (V, E), where V = {τ i,j | i < j}, and E consists of edges of the form {τ i,j , τ k,ℓ }, where τ i,j and τ k,ℓ are non-commuting toggles.
It is easiest to arrange the vertex set {τ i,j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} in an upper-triangular grid, as shown in Figure 5 . Each row is a clique (complete subgraph), as is each column; these correspond to the half-nesting pairs. Finally, there are some "diagonal edges," which correspond to crossing pairs: (i, j) and (k, ℓ) where i < k < j < ℓ. All of these are "negatively sloped" in the sense of calculus. There are no "positively sloped" diagonal edges.
In summary, the base graph Γ n , when drawn as in Figure 5 , has three types of edges: horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. Thus, it is possible to describe certain acyclic orientations of Γ n as e.g. "orienting all edges east, south, and southeast" or "orienting all edges east, north, and southeast."
Coxeter groups
Since the toggle group is generated by involutions, it is a quotient of a Coxeter group [BB05] .
Definition 3.1. A Coxeter system of rank r is a pair (W, S) consisting of a group W generated by a set S = {s 1 , . . . , s r } of involutions with presentation
A reduced expression of an element w ∈ W is an expression w = s x 1 s x 2 · · · s x ℓ such that ℓ is minimal, and ℓ is called the length of w.
The Coxeter graph Γ of (W, S) is the undirected graph with vertex set S and undirected
. . .
. . . . . . edges {s i , s j } for each m ij > 2. Edges are labeled with m ij , though labels of 3 are usually suppressed because they are the most common in Coxeter theory. It is also possible for m ij to be infinity, meaning s i s j has infinite order, but this is never the case for the Coxeter groups we will work with in this paper. A Coxeter element of W is a product r i=1 s σ(i) for some permutation σ ∈ S r , i.e. a product of all the generators, each used exactly once, in some order. The set of Coxeter elements is denoted C(W, S), or C(W ) if (W, S) is understood.
Remark 3.2. Fix an ordering {τ 1 , . . . , τ r } of the r = n 2 generators of the toggle group W n . There is a canonical quotient W → W n , sending s i → τ i , where W is the Coxeter group of rank r whose Coxeter graph is the base-graph Γ n with all edge weights 6. This is from Proposition 2.4.
Though W n can be realized as the quotient of many Coxeter groups, W is in some sense "minimal" in that it satisfies the following universal property (stated without proof): For the toggle group W n = τ 1 , . . . τ n , the Coxeter group W = s 1 , . . . , s n and quotient f : s i → τ i has the property that for any other Coxeter group
If ω is an acyclic orientation of a graph Γ, then the pair (Γ, ω) defines a canonical partial order P (Γ, ω) on the vertex set, where i < P (Γ,ω) j if there is an ω-directed path from i to j. If Γ is understood, then we denote this partial order by P ω := P (Γ, ω), and say it is a poset over Γ. Each Coxeter element c ∈ C(W, S) defines an acyclic orientation ω(c) of the Coxeter graph Γ: orient the edge {s i , s j } as s i → s j iff s i appears before s j in c. Shi in [Shi97, Proposition 1.3] shows that this acyclic orientation is well-defined, i.e. it depends only on c, rather than on a choice of reduced expression. Thus, each Coxeter element c ∈ C(W ) defines a poset P ω(c) = P (Γ, ω(c)) over the Coxeter graph. Conversely, the Coxeter elements c = s 1 · · · s r and c ′ = s Vertices that are sources (respectively, sinks) in ω(c) are called initial (respectively, terminal ) in c, and these are precisely the generators that appear first (resp. last) in some reduced expression of c. Notice that if s is initial in c, then s is terminal in scs, which is a cyclic shift of some reduced expression for c, since
In other words, conjugating a Coxeter element c by an initial generator s cyclically shifts some reduced expression, and the corresponding acyclic orientations ω(c) and ω(scs) differ by converting a source into a sink. This generates an equivalence relation ≡ on the set Acyc(Γ) of acyclic orientations, where we declare two acyclic orientations to be torically equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of these source-to-sink operations. The name comes from [DMR] , where these equivalence classes were formalized as a cyclic analogue of posets called toric posets, via chambers of toric graphic hyperplane arrangements. In [EE09] , Eriksson and Eriksson showed that c, c
. Said differently, two Coxeter elements are conjugate if and only if one can be transformed into the other via a sequence of cyclic shifts and/or transpositions of commuting generators. Note that one direction of this statement is obvious, but the other direction is highly non-trivial.
In summary, for a fixed Coxeter system (W, S), we have bijections between Coxeter elements and acyclic orientations, and between conjugacy classes and toric equivalence classes. Specifically, these bijections are defined by
where w 1 · · · w r is any linear extension of P ω and cl W (w 1 · · · w r ) is its conjugacy class in W .
In what follows, we will use the notation and terminology of Coxeter groups to talk about quotients of Coxeter groups, i.e. groups generated by involutions. That is, when we speak of (W, S), all that is assumed is that the group W is generated by a finite set S ⊂ W of involutions. The Coxeter graph Γ is defined as before, and the edge weights of Γ are m i,j := |s i s j |. Other standard terms such as the set C(W ) of Coxeter elements, reduced expressions, the length of an element, initial and terminal generators, and the acyclic orientation of a Coxeter element, easily and unambiguously carry over. Anytime we are specifically assuming that W is a Coxeter group, we will make this clear.
Any two Coxeter elements that arise as linear extensions of the same acyclic orientation are clearly equal as elements in W . Moreover, two Coxeter elements that are linear extensions of torically equivalent orientations will be conjugate as group elements. This is the "obvious" direction of the Erikssons' aforementioned theorem; the converse need not hold for nonCoxeter groups.
In particular, this means that if W is a Coxeter group, and W ′ a quotient of W (e.g., W ′ = W n ), we have the following commutative diagrams.
(2) Acyc(Γ)
It could happen that two Coxeter elements that are not linear extensions of the same orientation are nevertheless equal in W ′ . Similarly, it could be the case that two Coxeter elements arising from non-torically equivalent orientations could happen to be conjugate for non-Coxeter-theoretic reasons.
Recall that when we are speaking of the toggle group W n , we will assume that a product of toggles, such as τ i,j τ k,ℓ , is performed right-to-left, as in function composition. The following is a direct consequence of the commutative diagrams in Eq. (2).
Proposition 3.3. The Coxeter element in W n defined by "toggling by columns" (left-toright, reading each column from top-to-bottom) is the same as the Coxeter element defined by "toggling by rows" (top-to-bottom, reading each row from left-to-right). That is,
τ n−1,n τ n−2,n τ n−3,n · · · τ 1,4 τ 2,3 τ 1,3 τ 1,2 = τ n−1,n τ n−2,n τ n−2,n−1 · · · τ 1,5 τ 1,4 τ 1,3 τ 1,2 .
Proof. Both of these are linear extensions of the same acyclic orientation of Γ, namely the one that orients all edges east, and south, and southeast. To show that equality holds, it suffices to show that each toggle must appear in every reduced expression of c. Given any i < j, if P contains (i, j), then applying every toggle once to P (in any order) will remove (i, j). Therefore, any expression for c as a product of toggles must contain τ i,j .
Recall that conjugating a Coxeter element c by an initial generator corresponds to performing a source-to sink operation on the acyclic orientation ω(c) of Γ. We define a c-admissible sequence to be any sequence of generators that arises as a valid sequence of source-to-sink conversions on ω(c).
Definition 3.5. Let W be a group generated by a set S of involutions, and c ∈ W a fixed Coxeter element. A c-admissible sequence is any sequence of generators s x 1 , . . . , s xm such that s x 1 is a source of ω(c), s x 2 is a source of ω(s x 1 cs x 1 ), s x 3 is a source of ω(s x 2 s x 1 cs x 1 s x 2 ), and so on.
Every c-admissible sequence defines a canonical group element a = s x 1 · · · s xm in W , and we say that a −1 ca is an admissible conjugation of c.
The main theorem of [Spe09] is that if W is an infinite irreducible (that is, Γ is connected) Coxeter group, and s x 1 , . . . , s xm is a c-admissible sequence, then s x 1 · · · s xm is reduced in W . This was the first proof that powers of Coxeter elements are reduced. The utility of c-admissible sequences in this paper is that they preserve the number of times a particular arc appears in an orbit. As a result, the homomesies we prove in this paper are preserved under conjugation by a c-admissible sequence.
Homomesy
Definition 4.1. Let X be a finite set, A a Q-vector space (frequently a field such as R), f : X → A a function or "statistic," and T : X → X a bijective function. Then we say that the triple (X, f, T ) is homomesic if there exists some c ∈ A so that, for any
We call c the mean, and we say that (X, f, T ) is c-mesic.
Even though we use c to denote a Coxeter element, and the mean of a homomesic function, it should always be clear from the context to which we are referring. . Also notice that in general, α(P ) + α(w(P )) = 3, as is the case for Kreweras complementation (see Section 5).
Definition 4.2. The arc count statistic α(P ) of a noncrossing partition is the number of pairs (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n appearing in P .
The block count statistic β(P ) can be defined similarly; β(P ) = |π| where π is the block representation of the noncrossing partition P . Since a block with k elements contains k − 1 arcs, it follows that α(P ) + β(P ) = n.
We also need to define a certain action on NC(n).
Definition 4.3. An element w ∈ W n is called a partial Coxeter element if it can be written as w = τ a k τ a k−1 · · · τ a 1 , where each τ a i is a toggle at some arc, and a i = a j if i = j. In other words, each arc appears as a toggle in w at most once, but some might not appear in w at all.
Remark 4.4. Much of the theory of Coxeter elements also makes sense for partial Coxeter elements. For instance, a partial Coxeter element c determines an acyclic orientation of the subgraph of Γ n consisting of all edges corresponding to the involutions contained in c. We may also talk about admissible conjugations of partial Coxeter elements: a conjugation s −1 cs of a partial Coxeter element, for some s ∈ W n , is admissible if s −1 cs is a partial Coxeter element.
The main point of this paper is to understand the distribution of α and its variants in w-orbits of NC(n) for partial Coxeter elements w ∈ W n . In particular, we show the following: Example 4.6. Figure 6 shows the five orbits of w = τ 3,4 τ 1,2 τ 2,3 τ 1,4 on NC(4). Note that w satisfies the necessary conditions in Theorem 4.5 but is not a Coxeter element, since it does not contain τ 1,3 or τ 2,4 . The figure shows that (NC(4), α, w) is
The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 4.5. Hence the arc count statistic is simultaneously homomesic for all Coxeter elements and partial Coxeter elements that contain every τ i,i+1 . We will also show that there are more refined statistics that are homomesic for certain partial Coxeter elements.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.5 is the following.
Corollary 4.8. Let n be even and w ∈ W n be any partial Coxeter element that contains every toggle of the form τ i,i+1 . Then each w-orbit of NC(n) contains an even number of noncrossing partitions.
Proof. The arc count of any noncrossing partition is an integer. Therefore, the only way for the average arc count across an orbit to be
, which is not an integer for even n, is if the orbit contains an even number of noncrossing partitions.
This gives an example as to how homomesy can be used to prove statements that neither mention homomesy nor the statistic that is homomesic. There is no other known way to prove Corollary 4.8, as there does not appear to be a way to characterize the orbit sizes in general. For example, in NC(6), the sizes of the orbits of the Coxeter element w = τ 4,6 τ 3,6 τ 2,4 τ 1,5 τ 2,5 τ 1,3 τ 3,4 τ 1,2 τ 1,6 τ 2,6 τ 3,5 τ 2,3 τ 1,4 τ 5,6 τ 4,5 are 4, 22, 46, and 60. There is no noticeable pattern aside from the fact that they are all even.
Figure 6 displays an example of Corollary 4.8, as each orbit in the example contains either two or six noncrossing partitions.
Kreweras complementation and the Simion-Ullman involution
The action of the Coxeter element in Proposition 3.3 on NC(n) is actually the inverse of a well-studied action called Kreweras complementation introduced in [Kre72] and further investigated in [Hei] , defined as follows:
Definition 5.1. Let π ∈ NC(n). Draw π on a circle, as shown on the right side of Figure 3 , and insert a new point i ′ immediately clockwise from i along the circle. The Kreweras complement κ(π) is the coarsest noncrossing partition of the primed numbers in the complement of π.
See Figure 7 for a pictorial example of Kreweras complementation. We will now show that Kreweras complementation and the action described in Proposition 3.3 are closely related:
Theorem 5.2. Let π ∈ NC(n), and denote by κ(π)
′ the partition obtained from κ(π) by replacing i with i + 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that n is replaced by 1. Then κ(π) ′ = τ n−1,n τ n−2,n τ n−2,n−1 · · · τ 2,3 τ 1,n · · · τ 1,5 τ 1,4 τ 1,3 τ 1,2 (π).
Proof. First, note that in order to obtain κ(π) ′ , we draw π on a circle, and insert a new point i ′ immediately counterclockwise from i along the circle. We then take the coarsest noncrossing partition of the primed numbers in the complement of π, and this is κ(π) ′ . For a A ⊂ [n], we denote by π(A) the restriction of π to A. That is, B is a block of π(A) if and only if B = A ∩ C for some block C of π. For example, if π is as in We proceed by induction on n. The base cases n = 1, 2 are trivial, so we assume that the claim holds for n ≤ m, and prove it for n = m + 1. Let π ∈ NC(m + 1). There are two possible cases: either {{1}} ∈ π or there exists some 2 ≤ j ≤ m + 1 such that (1, j) is an arc of π. In the first case, κ(π) ′ is obtained from κ(π[2 : m + 1]) ′ by adding the element 1 to the set of κ(π[2 : m + 1])
′ that contains 2 (this is equivalent to adding the arc (1, 2) to κ(π[2 : m + 1]) ′ ). On the other hand, the action of τ 1,m+1 . . . τ 1,3 τ 1,2 on π adds the arc (1, 2). By the inductive hypothesis and the fact that τ u,v is not influenced by the arc (1, 2) if 2 ≤ u, v, we get
In conclusion,
and we are done with the first case. Consider now the second case. By inspection,
Let us examine the action of τ := τ n−1,n τ n−2,n τ n−2,n−1 · · · τ 1,3 τ 1,2 on π. First, we would like to
on π removes the arc (1, j). Then, the action of τ 1,n · · · τ 1,j+2 τ 1,j+1 has no influence on the arcs between the numbers in the set {2, 3, . . . , j}, and no arc of the form (u, j) for u < j is present. We now apply τ 2,j · · · τ 2,4 τ 2,3 . Note that after this stage, either 2 is connected by an arc to some number 2 < b < j, or 2 is connected by an arc to j. If the latter case happens, then by the inductive hypothesis on the partition π[2 :
′ . If the former case happens, let us continue by applying τ 2,n · · · τ 2,j+2 τ 2,j+1 . This action does nothing, since either (2, b) or (2, j) is present. We now apply τ 3,j · · · τ 3,5 τ 3,4 , and as before after this stage, either 3 is connected by an arc to some 3 < u < j, or 3 is connected by an arc to j. In the latter case, the inductive hypothesis on the partition π[2 : j−1]∪{{j}} leads us again to
′ . In the former case we continue with τ 3,n · · · τ 3,j+2 τ 3,j+1 (which does nothing) and then with τ 4,j · · · τ 4,6 τ 4,5 and so on. The same reasoning as before implies that for any 2 ≤ y ≤ j − 1, the action τ y,n · · · τ y,j+2 τ y,j+1 does nothing, and therefore by the inductive hypothesis τ (π)(
′ . Moreover, this reasoning also implies that no arc of the form (v, w) for v ∈ {2, 3, . . . , j − 1}, w ∈ {j + 1, . . . , n} is present in τ (π) (and also in any intermediate stage of the action of τ ). Finally, we would like to use the inductive hypothesis on π(1
′ . In view of our observations earlier, the only thing that we need to show is that τ j,n · · · τ j,j+2 τ j,j+1 · · · τ 2,n · · · τ 2,4 τ 2,3 τ 1,n · · · τ 1,3 τ 1,2 (π) has no arc of the form (j, t) for j < t, and then we can apply the inductive hypothesis. Assume in contradiction that the arc (j, t) is present in τ j,n · · · τ j,j+2 τ j,j+1 · · · τ 2,n · · · τ 2,4 τ 2,3 τ 1,n · · · τ 1,3 τ 1,2 (π). This implies that we could add the arc (1, t) in an earlier stage of the process, as part of the action of τ 1,t · · · τ 1,j · · · τ 1,3 τ 1,2 on π, a contradiction. Therefore, τ (π)([1, j + 1 : n]) = κ(π(1 ∪ [j + 1 : n])) ′ , and hence The Simion-Ullman involution is λ = η • κ, where η is the relabeling map that replaces i by n − i for 1 ≤ i < n and leaves n fixed.
Proof of Theorem 4.5
When searching for homomesies, it helps to define simple indicator function statistics, and then determine which linear combinations of these are homomesic.
Definition 6.1. We denote the indicator function of the arc (i, j) by χ i,j : NC(n) → {0, 1} defined as
If two Coxeter elements w, w ′ ∈ W n are conjugate, then it follows immediately that there is a bijection of W n that sends w-orbits to w ′ -orbits.
Lemma 6.2. Given an admissible conjugation w ′ = a −1 wa of a Coxeter element, there is a natural bijection between w-orbits of NC(n) and w ′ -orbits of NC(n), given by
The bijection preserves the size of orbits.
There is no reason to expect conjugations of Coxeter elements to preserve statistics or homomesy, because the contents of the orbits are generally scattered. However, in certain cases it surprisingly does. The following lemma describes how an admissible conjugation preserves any homomesic statistic which is a linear combination of the arc indicator functions.
Lemma 6.3. Let w be a partial Coxeter element, and let w ′ = a −1 wa be an admissible conjugate of w. Let O be a w-orbit in NC(n), and let O ′ = a −1 O be the corresponding orbit of w ′ . Then
. . , P m } such that w(P i ) = P i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, and w(P m ) = P 1 . Then in order to prove the claim, it is enough to show that it holds for a = τ i k ,j k . By definition of conjugation, we have
We will now show that the following holds:
where 1 ≤ t ≤ m, and if t = m then we view t + 1 as 1. Note that Eq. (3) implies the lemma for a = τ i k ,j k . The case (i, j) = (i k , j k ) follows directly from the fact that applying τ i k ,j k may only change the status of the arc (i k , j k ), and the rest of the arcs stay unchanged. Consider now the case (i, j) = (i k , j k ), and let 1 ≤ t ≤ m. In this case, we have
The last equality follows from the fact that τ i k ,j k is the first toggle in the process, and thus the existence (or nonexistence) of the arc (i k , j k ) in w(P t ) is determined by this first toggle. Therefore χ i,j (P t+1 ) = χ i,j (τ i k ,j k (P t )), and hence Eq. (3) is proven.
Remark 6.4. The indicator function χ i,j is not necessarily homomesic. For example, consider the action τ 1,3 •τ 2,3 •τ 1,2 on NC(3) which forms two orbits -χ 1,3 is 0 on one orbit and nonzero on the other.
Before proving Theorem 4.5, we first define some other statistics.
Definition 6.5. Given k ∈ [n − 1] and P ∈ NC(n), define the statistic ψ k : NC(n) → Z in the following way:
where χ i,j is the indicator function of the arc (i, j).
Due to the restrictions on arcs with a common left or right endpoint, and arcs that cross, any noncrossing partition can only contain at most one arc that is of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j). Thus, for any P ∈ NC(n), ψ k (P ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Also, ψ k (P ) is fully determined by the following three cases.
• ψ k (P ) = 0 if and only if P does not contain any arcs of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j).
• ψ k (P ) = 1 if and only if P contains an arc of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j) that is not the arc (k, k + 1).
• ψ k (P ) = 2 if and only if P contains the arc (k, k + 1).
Theorem 6.6. Given k ∈ [n − 1], let T either be a Coxeter word, or a partial Coxeter word that contains τ k,k+1 . Then the statistic ψ k is 1-mesic on orbits of T .
Proof. To prove that ψ k is 1-mesic, it is equivalent to prove that in any orbit O,
The general strategy is to show that when ψ k (P ) = 0 and ℓ is the smallest positive value such that ψ k T ℓ (P ) = 1, then ψ k T ℓ (P ) = 2 and vice versa. In other words, we will prove that in any orbit, the number of partitions that do not contain any arcs of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j) is equal to the number of partitions that contain the arc (k, k + 1). Without loss of generality, we assume that in the word T , the toggle τ k,k+1 is the toggle that is applied last. If this is not the case, then we may conjugate T by the toggles that are performed after τ k,k+1 , and then the homomesy and orbit sizes will be unchanged.
Let {A 1 , . . . , A m } be the (possibly empty) set of arcs with left endpoint k or right endpoint k + 1 whose toggles are contained in T , excluding (k, k + 1). We will index the A i 's in the order that they are being toggled in T . Note that T may contain other toggles in addition to τ A 1 , . . . , τ Am and τ k,k+1 . However, these other arcs do not affect whether or not (k, k + 1) can be inserted into a partition, although they may affect whether or not the A 1 , . . . , A m arcs can be inserted. The toggles that are significant in this proof are τ A 1 , . . . , τ Am and τ k,k+1 .
Let P be such that (k, k + 1) ∈ P , so ψ k (P ) = 2. Then when computing T (P ), every toggle τ A i will not be able to add the arc A i because (k, k + 1) is in the partition, and then the final toggle τ k,k+1 will remove (k, k + 1) from the partition. Thus, T (P ) contains no arcs of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j), so ψ k (T (P )) = 0.
Let P be such that ψ k (P ) = 0. So P contains no arcs of the form (i, k + 1) or (k, j). When computing T (P ), the toggle τ A 1 (if A 1 exists) will attempt to add the arc A 1 to the partition. It may or not be possible to add that arc, depending on other arcs in the partition. If A 1 cannot be added, then τ A 2 (if A 2 exists) will attempt to add the arc A 2 to the partition. Again, that may or may not be possible, and the process continues. There are two cases that can happen.
Case 1: An arc A i is added to the partition. Then the toggles τ A i+1 , . . . , τ Am , τ k,k+1 will do nothing. So T (P ) contains the arc A i and thus ψ k (T (P )) = 1.
Case 2: None of the arcs A 1 , . . . , A m can be added to the partition when the toggles τ A 1 , . . . , τ Am are applied. Then there are no arcs that interfere with the ability to add the arc (k, k + 1), so the final toggle τ k,k+1 adds this arc. Therefore ψ k (T (P )) = 2.
Note that if the word T contains no arcs with left endpoint k or right endpoint k + 1 other than (k, k + 1), then {A 1 , . . . , A m } = ∅, so we go to Case 2 automatically. Now let P be a partition that contains A i for some i. When computing T (P ), the toggles τ A j for j < i do nothing, then τ A i removes A i from the partition. Then there are two cases for what happens when the toggles τ A j for j > i and τ k,k+1 are applied.
Case 1: An arc A j for some j > i is added to the partition. Then the toggles τ A j+1 , . . . , τ Am , τ k,k+1 will do nothing. So T (P ) contains the arc A j and thus ψ k (T (P )) = 1.
Case 2: None of the arcs A j for j > i can be added when those respective toggles are applied. Then there are no arcs that interfere with the ability to add the arc (k, k + 1), so the final toggle τ k,k+1 adds this arc. Therefore ψ k (T (P )) = 2.
From this, it is clear that when applying T repeatedly to P , the next partition T r (P ) for which ψ k (T r (P )) = 1 satisfies ψ k (T r (P )) = 2. Thus, in any orbit O,
so ψ k is 1-mesic on orbits of T .
The arc count statistic is 1≤i<j≤n χ i,j . Given any i < j with j − i ≥ 2, the coefficient of χ i,j in ψ i and ψ j−1 is 1, and the coefficient of χ i,j in all other ψ k is 0. For any i, the coefficient of χ i,i+1 in ψ i is 2, and the coefficient of χ i,i+1 in all other ψ k is 0. Therefore, the arc count statistic is equal to -mesic.
Toggling independent sets
In this section we generalize our main result to the toggle operations on independent sets. We first introduce some definitions:
Definition 7.1. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. For v ∈ V , we denote by N(v) the set of neighbors of v. A set W ⊂ V of vertices is called independent if no two vertices in W are adjacent. We denote by card(W ) the cardinality of W and Ind(G) the set of all independent sets of V .
Definition 7.2. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph and let v ∈ V . The toggle operation τ v on Ind(G) is defined to be
The toggle group W G is the subgroup of the permutation group S Ind(G) generated by the |V | toggle operations.
Definition 7.
3. An element a ∈ W G is called a partial Coxeter element if it can be written as
The toggle operations on NC(n), defined in the first section, are in fact a special case of Definition 7.2. Define G = (V, E) to be the graph whose vertices represent the arcs in NC(n), and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding pair of arcs cannot appear together in a noncrossing partition (that is, crossing, left-nesting, or right-nesting). By viewing the elements in NC(n) as collections of arcs, we see that W ⊂ V is an independent set if and only if W ∈ NC(n). Note that the graph G is just the base graph Γ n defined in the first section and shown in Figure 5 . An example of this is in Figure 8 where an element of NC(5) is displayed as an independent set of Γ 5 . Thus, the action of the group W n on NC(n) is isomorphic to the action of the group W Γn on Γ n .
Next, let us introduce an analogue to the statistic from Definition 6.5: Definition 7.4. Given G = (V, E) and v ∈ V , define the statistic ψ v : Ind(G) → Z in the following way:
where χ v is the indicator function of the vertex v.
For G = Γ n and v = (k, k + 1) this definition coincides with Definition 6.5. The following result is a generalization of Theorem 6.6. Proof. Let us examine the proof of Theorem 6.6. The only property of the graph Γ n that is used in the proof is that for any k, the set of neighbors of the vertex w = (k, k + 1) is a clique. This implies that at most one of the vertices in {w} ∪ N(w) can be contained in an independent set in Γ n . Thus, similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.6, we conclude that ψ v is 1-mesic on orbits of T .
We are ready now to present a generalization of Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 7.6. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with maximal independent set U of vertices that satisfies the following two properties:
(1) For any u ∈ U, the set of vertices N(u) forms a clique in G. Definition 7.8. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Then we say that G is 2-cliquish if for some maximal independent set U, the conditions of Theorem 7.6 are satisfied.
It is easy to construct various classes of 2-cliquish graphs. The rest of this section is devoted to describing some such classes.
Example 7.9. Some examples of 2-cliquish graphs are as follows.
• A complete graph with a single edge removed is 2-cliquish. The two vertices without an edge connecting them form the maximal independent set. An example of this type of graph is in Figure 9. • Given any graph G, define a graph G ′ in the following way. Start with G. For every vertex v in the graph, add two new vertices and connect v to the two new vertices. Then G ′ is 2-cliquish and the maximal independent set is the added vertices. An example of this type of graph is in Figure 10 .
• Let C n denote the cycle graph with n vertices. For every edge e in C n add a vertex v e to the graph and add edges from v e to each endpoint of e. This graph is 2-cliquish. Its maximal independent set is the set of n added vertices {v e }. An example of this type of graph is in Figure 11 . Figure 11 . The graph formed from C 6 with an extra vertex added for each edge adjacent to the endpoints of the corresponding edge. This graph is 2-cliquish and the large red vertices form the maximal independent set.
The following theorem describes ways to form 2-cliquish graphs from other 2-cliquish graphs. Proof. Part (1) is clear from the definition. For part (2), consider two vertices v, w ∈ V \ U that are not adjacent in G. Since v and w are not adjacent, they cannot have a common neighbor in U, since N(u) is a clique for all u ∈ U. Thus, adding an edge e between v and w does not change the fact that N(u) is a clique for all u ∈ U. Since the endpoints of e are in V \ U, the graph (V, E ∪ {e}) also satisfies the condition that every vertex in V \ U has exactly two neighbors in U. It also does not change the fact that U is a maximal independent set. Therefore, (V, E ∪ {e}) is 2-cliquish. To prove (3), let e be an edge in E with endpoints v, w ∈ V \ U such that v and w do not have a common neighbor in U. Since e has no endpoints in U, (V, E \ {e}) satisfies the condition that every vertex in V \ U has exactly two neighbors in U. Also, N(u) is a clique for all u ∈ U because this is true for G so it is true when removing an edge between vertices without a common neighbor in U. Thus, (V, E ∪ {e}) is 2-cliquish.
We now discuss how to generate all 2-cliquish graphs with a given number of vertices.
Definition 7.11. Let G = (V, E) be 2-cliquish.
• We say G is skeletal if no edges can be removed from it as in part (3) of Theorem 7.10.
• The graph formed from removing edges from G when possible in accordance with part (3) of Theorem 7.10 is said to be the skeletalization of G.
In order to generate 2-cliquish graphs, it suffices to begin with the skeletal graphs, and add edges when possible as in part (2) of Theorem 7.10. Figure 12 shows an example of this. A skeletal graph G is on the left. There are two pairs of elements that can be connected Figure 12 . The four 2-cliquish graphs whose skeletalization is the graph on the left. The two in the middle are isomorphic, so they are considered the same unlabeled graph.
by edges as in part (2) of Theorem 7.10. This leads to the four 2-cliquish graphs whose skeletalization is G.
A multigraph is a graph that may contain multiple edges with the same pair of endpoints.
Theorem 7.12. There is a bijection between pairs (Γ, U), where Γ is a skeletal 2-cliquish graph with n vertices and U is a maximal independent set of Γ, and loopless multigraphs G = (V, E) that satisfy |V | + |E| = n.
Proof. Let Γ = (V, E) be a skeletal 2-cliquish graph with maximal independent set U, and consider the following construct of a loopless multigraph (V ′ , E ′ ) from Γ: Let V ′ = U, and for each vertex v ∈ V \ U, construct an edge e ′ ∈ E ′ , as follows: v has exactly two neighbors in U, say u 1 and u 2 ; let e ′ be an edge connecting u 1 and u 2 . Thus |V ′ | + |E ′ | = |U| + |V \ U| = |V | = n, and it is clear that (V ′ , E ′ ) is loopless. For the reverse direction, let (V ′ , E ′ ) be a loopless multigraph with |V ′ | + |E ′ | = n. Construct a graph Γ = (V, E) whose vertices are in bijection with those of V ′ and E ′ ; let U = V ′ and V \ U = E ′ . Connect v ∈ V \ U and u ∈ U with an edge if u is an endpoint of v in V ′ , and connect v 1 , v 2 ∈ V \ U with an edge if they share a common endpoint in V ′ . (We never connect two elements of U with an edge.) It is clear that (V ′ , E ′ ) is 2-cliquish with maximal independent set U, and that this map is the inverse of the one in the other direction.
Example 7.13. An example of this bijection can be seen in Figure 13 . We start with the multigraph M on the left and construct the skeletal 2-cliquish graph on the right. The vertices A, B, C, D, E of the multigraph correspond to the vertices a, b, c, d, e in the skeletal graph. The set {a, b, c, d, e} is the maximal independent set of our skeletal graph. The edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 correspond to the vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 of the skeletal graph. We use the multigraph to determine which two vertices in {a, b, c, d, e} the other vertices are adjacent to. For example, the edge e 1 has endpoints A and B, so we add edges from v 1 to a and b. Lastly, whenever two vertices have a common neighbor in the independent set {a, b, c, d, e}, we must add an edge connecting them. Therefore, we place an edge between v 1 and v 2 , another between v 1 and v 3 , another between v 2 and v 3 , and another between v 3 and v 4 .
The following corollary is clear using the bijection constructed in the proof of Theorem 7.12.
Corollary 7.14. A pair (Γ, U) refers to a skeletal 2-cliquish graph Γ with maximal independent set U as in Theorem 7.12. (1) There is a bijection between pairs (Γ, U) such that |Γ| = n and Γ has no isolated vertices, and loopless multigraphs G = (V, E) with no isolated vertices that satisfy |V | + |E| = n. (2) There is a bijection between pairs (Γ, U) with Γ connected and |Γ| = n, and connected loopless multigraphs G = (V, E) that satisfy |V | + |E| = n. (3) There is a bijection between pairs (Γ, U) satisfying |Γ| = n and |U| = A, and loopless multigraphs G = (V, E) that satisfy |V | = A and |E| = n − A.
Note that if one is interested in generating 2-cliquish graphs without isolated vertices, it is enough to start with skeletal 2-cliquish graphs without isolated vertices. However, if one is interested in generating connected 2-cliquish graphs, it is not enough to begin with connected skeletal 2-cliquish graphs, as the skeletalization of a connected graph can be disconnected, as can be seen in Figure 12 .
